NOTICE

GGSIP University through its Notice No. F.No, GGSIPU/DSW/Misc./2019/ dated: 03.12.2019 is requiring us to send two students’ name (1- male & 1- female) for Campus Ambassador for the Academic session 2019-20. The interested student may submit their names to Mr. Vineet Parshad by filling up an expression of Willingness Form available in Academic & Student Support office, ALSD. The Name of the students will be shortlisted in case, there is more than two applications (one for male & one for female) are received from the students.

As per the Notice of IPU as referred above (for detail read the notice available on the website of the university), the Campus Ambassador shall be engaged in various SVEEP activities for one Academic year.

However, the students whose names if forwarded to the University for Campus Ambassador are required to keep in mind the attendance rule as notified time and again for computing the attendance as per the rule 12 of BCI in ALSD. The said Notices are available on Notice Board and website of ALSD.

The students may also contact to the Student Support Office for any doubt in attendance rule.

Last Date of receiving Names: 12/12/2019.

Prof. (Dr.) D.K. Bandyopadhyay
Chairman
ALSD

Copy to:

1. Notice Board of ALSD
3. Website